Introduction
•Despite being common in the non-diabetic population as well, ophthalmological diseases such as glaucoma, retinopathy and cataract are more frequent in patients with type I or type II diabetes and often require surgical treatment.
• These conditions often require surgical procedures resulting in hospitalizations.
• However, there are currently no data comparing the cost and the resource use in Belgian hospitalized patients, respectively with and without prevalent diabetes.
Conclusions
The presence of Type I or Type II diabetes increases dramatically both the length of stay in hospital and the hospitalization costs in patients undergoing ophthalmological surgery.
Patients with Type I diabetes were more than 15 years younger than others at the time of surgery. Information available in database:
• Demographic variables: age, gender
• Diagnoses and procedures: ICD-9-CM codes, APRDRG and severity level
• Characteristics of hospitalization: length of stay (total and per service), admission via an emergency room (ER), dose/ cost of all drugs administered
• Resource use: details on all drugs invoiced during the hospitalization (dose, date of administration)
• Cost of hospitalization: Cost of drugs is documented as such in the database. Hotel and procedure cost can be estimated by a merge with average costs per APR-DRG/ level of severity as published by Belgian Authorities.
Time frame of study: full calendar year 2013
Selection of eligible population:
• Hospitalizations were selected based ICD-9-CM procedure codes corresponding to cataract surgery, glaucoma surgery and vitrectomy (see Table 2 )
• Patients with age<18 were excluded
Objectives

Methods
Results
• 671 stays with surgery for glaucoma, 1,438 stays with vitrectomy and 204 stays with cataract extraction were retrieved in the database (with diabetic patients accounting for 56, 202 and 24 of these hospitalizations respectively)
• No significant age difference was found when comparing non-diabetic patients vs. diabetic patients (Type I and Type II as a single group).
However, patients with Type I diabetes were significantly younger at the time of surgery than Type 2 diabetes or non-diabetic patients (50.3 years, vs. 69.5 and 66.6 years respectively)
• The average cost of diabetic patients (both types) was more than twice the cost of non-diabetics in both glaucoma surgery (€7,972 vs. €3,278; p<0.001) and cataract extractions (€10,668 vs. €3,935; p=0.031) and about 30% higher in vitrectomies (€3,755 vs. €2,869; p<0.001); see Figure 1 .
• LOS was also systematically higher in diabetic patients (glaucoma surgery: 5.8 vs. 2.4 days; vitrectomy: 2.3 vs. 1.7 days; cataract extraction: 14.7 vs. 3.0 days).
Stratification by diabetic status:
Patients were identified as diabetic if at least one diagnosis of diabetes (ICD9-CM codes "249: Secondary diabetes" or "250: Diabetes mellitus", either as primary or as secondary diagnosis) was documented at any time over the course of the calendar year 
